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INTRO
In their strive for world
dominion, the initiators of
this ‘One-World-Dictatorship’ are hiding behind the
supposed fights for freedom of suppressed countries and inciting people
against the Russian President. They do not tolerate
Putin having the audacity
to defend the liberal selfdetermination of the Russian people and the sovereignty of the own country.
For in this new world order there won't be any sovereign nation in the end.
Whoever does not submit to
it will be incited by the
mass media which is controlled without exception
by the financial elite who
stop at nothing. The oppression of all people
under the forceful mandates of a few thousand
‘aristocrats’ is part of the
agenda. For this, they go to
any length and do not even
recoil from a third World
War. We do not know how
much time is left to open
the eyes of the people
worldwide. We only know:
There is no time to lose!
The Editor (cm.)

Gorbachev welcomes Crimea's accession to Russia
The last President of the
Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev, expressed his support
for the accession of Crimea
into Russia, criticizing the
sanctions of the West. Gorbachev said to the news agency
Interfax that the peninsula had
been annexed to Ukraine upon
decision of former Head of

State Nikita Khrushchev
without asking the Crimean
people first. “The people in
Crimea have now decided to
correct this mistake.” The referendum “should be welcomed
and not be leading to new
sanctions”, the former Head of
State said. Sanctions should
only be imposed for very seri-

ous reasons and would have to
be supported by the UN. The
accession to Russia was
desired by the people and does
not sufficiently justify the
sanctions.
Source:
www.augsburgerallgemeine.de/politik
/Liveticker-Zwei-Soldaten-auf-derKrim-getoetet-id29215317.html

Sanctions against Russia first and foremost strike Europe – especially Germany
mc. The former ARD-foreign credit in the world market “Germany alone depends on Ruscorrespondent Christoph Hörs- through high interest rates. sia for approx. 40% of its gas
tel in an interview comments on With a National Debt of approx. and oil supply.” Anybody that
which sanctions are actually 10% of its gross domestic prod- imposes sanctions on Russia
charged against Russia and uct, Russia has to spend an has to expect a corresponding
which effects have to be consid- extremely small amount of its answer from Moscow, anered. This year it would be pos- budget on interest payments. nounced the foreign ministry of
sible for investors to draw off However, the National Debt of the Russian federation recently.
approx. 85 billion dollars from the USA is over 110%. Well, Who then is interested in a furRussia. In the same time Ameri- “Putin didn’t let the banks make ther escalation of this conflict?
Source:
can rating agencies have depre- a slave out of him.” Fact is that
ciated the Russian currency, so Russia is a preeminent supplier Medienklagemauer-TV: programme of
27.3.2014 «Hat der Westen schon
that the country can only obtain of energy and raw materials.
verloren?«

Undercover transport of the Ukrainian gold reserves to the USA
mm. According to a report in
the Ukrainian news portal
‘Iskra-News’, at the beginning
of March all the gold reserves
of the country were flown out to
the USA in a cloak-and dagger
operation at the instruction of
the illegitimate and undemocratically elected leadership in
Kiev. Trucks without number
plate were unloaded in haste by

heavily armed men dressed in would have been the reaction of
black. Afterwards the plane va- the media if the gold had been
nished from the emergency run- brought to Russia?
Sources:
way. This was later confirmed
http://deutsche-wirtschaftsby a leading official of the for- nachrichten.de/2014/03/11/geheimertransport-raetselraten-ummer Ministry of Finance. The
ukrainische-gold-reserven/
International Monetary Fund
www.goldreporter.de/berichtgoldreseven-der-ukraine-wurden-in(IWF) calculates the Ukrainian
die-usa-transportiert/gold/40044/
gold reserves at approx. 42,3
www.klagemauer.tv/?A=
tons (which corresponds to apshowtodaybroadcast&blockid=
402id=2529&autoplay=true
prox. 1,3 billion Euros). What

The Ukrainian revolution fears a free press, free reporting
“It's easier to fool people
than to convince them
they have been fooled.”
Mark Twain

mc. On Tuesday, March 18,
2014 – the day the Crimea
signed the treaty to join Russia –
representatives of the Swoboda
party (which is responsible for

the overthrow in the Ukraine)
stormed the office of Alexander
Pentelejmonow, who is director
of the state-owned television
channel NTKU. They violently

forced him to sign his resignation and subsequently threw
him out of his office. Pentelejmonow was accused of practising pro Russian reporting. The
continuation page 2
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Oil and gas –
reason among others was the rightly fears the people – in the real motives behind the US-warmongering

continuation from page 1

broadcasting of fragments of every nation of the world!
Sources:
the speech by the Russian presVideo-recording of the aggression toident Putin on television conwards the TVdirector:www.youtube.com/
cerning the situation in Crimea.
watch?V=O1mq7clr8O8
Obviously the representatives http://lenta.ru/articles/2014/03/19/assault
http://german.ruvr.ru/2014_03_19/
of the Ukrainian revolution
Brutale-Gewalt-gegen-Pressefreiheitfear their own people. It seems
in-der-Ukraine-Doch-deutschethey could develop a different
Medien-schweigen-8579/
opinion, if Putin could be heard
uncensored. This is an indica“A dominion violently
tion that the state putsch is not
won can only be
backed by the majority of the
preserved by violence.”
people. A government which
based on Mahatma Gandhi
hinders objective reporting

Thousands of Ukrainian citizens are
looking for help and accommodation in Russia
According to the Russian border guard administration, since
the beginning of 2014 about
675.000 Ukrainians have come
to Russia. According to the
Russian Civil- Defence-Ministry, about 143.000 Ukrainians
have asked Russia for asylum.
Russian territories, especially
those adjacent to Ukraine, such
as Belgorod, Rostow and
Brjansk, as well as the region of

Krasnodar are heavily burdened by the growing immigration. In February, the number of
Ukrainian migrants in the
territory of Rostow and Krusk
has increased by 53 and 71
percent.
Source:
Original text,
http://german.ruvr.ru/news/
2014_03_02/Tausende-ukrainischeBurger-suchen-Hilfe-und-Unterkunftin-Russland-0439/

abu/pab. A substantial reason
which could have compelled
the USA to their warmongering sanctions against the Russian president Wladimir Putin,
finds little attention in the
Western media: In 2011 Putin
opened an oil and gas
exchange in St. Petersburg.
There it is traded - detached
from the US-Dollar - with the
Russian ruble and Chinese
Yuan. Already, a number of
heads of state have had to pay
the detaching from the PetroDollar with their lives. We
also find that in Sewastopol
(Crimea), next to the Russian
military fleet stationed there,
there are oil- and gaspipelines,
which are used to supply Europe. The USA calls the Russian defence of trading-and
resource-routes an illegal
occupation of the Crimea.
They leave unmentioned
though, that Russia is paying

50.000 Jews protest
against military
Paid mercenaries – instrument of power by the USA service amendment

dag. They spend their time in mer soldiers continue working
the Balkans, Afghanistan, and all over the world, now named
in Iraq. Sometimes they even ‘Academi’. Also in the Ukra“get rid of somebody” in the ine crisis the US government
upper class. They carry out placed its trust in mercenaries.
each mission, pocketing high Not only the violent Indepenwages.
dent Square protestors have
These are mercenaries from been paid by them. According
the largest American security to the press agency ‘Interfax’
and military enterprise called 300
Academi-mercenaries
‘Blackwater’. The Blackwater were flown into Ukraine from
transactions which were the USA and have been sighordered by the USA were ted in Donetsk.
marked with scandals, such as
Sources:
the maltreatment of prisoners https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academi
http://deutsche-wirtschaftsin Iraq and Afghanistan. After
nachrichten.de/2014/03/10/usthe execution of 14 peaceful
soeldner-blackwater-angeblich-inder-ostukraine-im-einsatz/
civilians in Bagdad during
www.ntv/ru/novosti/855283
2007, the ca. 20.000 paid for-

On 9 March, 2014 the South
of Manhattan became the
scene of the biggest demonstration of Orthodox Jews in
the USA. They protested the
expansion of military service
to their brothers in faith,
which is being debated in Israel. In the media many of them
criticized Zionism and the Israeli government: They steal the
land from the Arabs and
intend to use the young orthodox people for ‘fighting their
wars’.
Source:
Excerpt from original text:
www.tachles.ch/news/print/50-000haredim-protestieren-gegen-wehrdienst-novelle-in-israel

lease for the harbour and provides the Crimea with gas for
less money. Should it come to
a war between West and East,
then it is not primarily America who has a problem, but we
Europeans. Because here with
us the military conflict would
take place. Whoever would
like to get an impression of
what it means to get involved
in such a war, just take a look
at the pictures from Libya,
Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan: It
is not politicians and chief
editors that get struck by
bombs and drones, but as a
rule, the simple citizens, families, friends, children…
Sources:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_YWda
QhRU4
www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdrBMRS
FqOg
www.02elf.net/panorama/medienguten-tag-meine-damen-und-herrenhier-unser-kampf-in-derukraine-408916

Closing Point ●
“It is better to light
only one small candle
than to curse the
darkness.”
Confucius

The V&C brings light
where the media keeps
nations in the dark by
not reporting,
by giving certain
overtones, or by
misinforming.
Pass this light on to
others as well!
The Editor (cm.)
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